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CHAPTER I 
:tNTRODUCTION 
.1. Significance Of The Textbooks In United 
States History- As a Learning Aid 
. Beyond the primary grades the textbook continues to be the 
basis of instruction in the social studies. While it has been criti-
cised and denounced, nevertheless it maintains its status in the .Ameri-
can schools. Constantly~ those who are able are engaged in the process 
of rewriting textbooks and improving them. A textbook renders se-veraJ. 
very important functions, an outstanding one being that it serves as 
a common basis for the pupil. 
In selecting textbooks, the teachers or administrators should 
have 1Ila.IlY :factors in mind; namely, appearance, length, date, type-
graphy, style, vocabulary-, maps, pictures, and such learning aids as 
word lists, projects, questions and references. Bnt above all the 
selector should be aware of the capacities of the students. This holds 
true today more than at any other time in the history of education. In 
the United States at the present time seventy-five per cent to ninety 
per cent of all. pupils that enter our schools in the first grade later 
enter high school. The United. States ranks first among the countries y 
of the world in this respect. .Also in recent years the method of 
g'Earl James McGrath, ttAnsweriiig Criticisms of the Public Schools," 
School Life, 34: 6, March 1952• 
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social promotion has been introduced in our schools in leading cities 
and pr&gressive school systems. In accordance with this principle 
~ eveey pupU is promoted at the end of the school year, regardless of 
the achievement he has made or the requirements of his particular 
grade {provided he has worked to his full. capacity). This promotion 
ms predicated on the belief that it is psychologi.eall:y unwise to re-
tard a child because of the emotiGnal and social effect that it mq 
have upon him. Such a promotion poliey results in a tremendous range 
in indi:vidual reading differences in the secondar.r schools which in 
turn gi.ve rise to serious problems. Furthermore the length of the 
average textbook is much greater today than one twenty-five years ago y 
·and certainly even more than one fifty years a.go. 
tf'J.'he size of textbooks has increased markedly in re-
cent y-ears. American Hi.stor.r boeks fer senior high sehoels 
have deubled iR length since 1910. Eight economies texts 
published in 1920's were found to average 447 pages in 
length, whereas four books published in the late 1930 t s 
averaged 5$9 pages. Recent books in all five bistor;y 
ceurses commonly taught'in the secondaey seheels have 
averaged over SOO pages. These increases in size cerre-
spend favorably with research recommendations as te> the 
superier merits of extensive reading, the paucity- of 
libraey resources, and the expansion of the curriculum, 
and have met· with the approval of teachers. The increase 
in size of textbooks has meant in some cases an increase 
in the number of topics treated,· rather than a fuller 
treatment of prevailing topics." 
True then, that both the pupils and the teachers of the social studies 
today face a tremendous task. 
a l{Edwin R. Carr, . Edgar B. Wesley, ·Wilbur F. Murra, "Social· studies, tr Ency-
clopedia of Educational Research, Macmillan CQ., New York, 1950, pp. 1231-
1232. 
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Bernice Leary lists some of the reading skills that confront 
!I 
a history student tod~: 
"To read the social sciences understandingly re..,. 
quires a broad meaning vocabulary - technical, mathee 
matical, and general. The student of geography must 
be familiar with a broad range of technical words: 
proper names of places, words pertaining to land and 
water features, names of products and resources, 
words applying to transportation, to distance and 
direction, to human occupations, to physical phenom-
ena mclud.ing climate and weather, and to time, 
months, md seasons, also adjectives descriptive of 
terrestrial~ Jilenomena or features, and abbreviations 
of any of ·i.the above. In .American history, alone1 
one needs to know the meanings of governmental terms, 
political terms, economic terms, sociologiaal terms, 
legal terms, geographic terms, military terms, reo.. 
ligious terms, and terms referring to chronology and 
records. 
The student t s knowledge of mathematical t erm.s 
must be similarly varied. In junior high school he 
needs to be familiar with such terms as area, aver-
age, estimate, graph, line, per cent, proportion, rate, 
scale, and terms in use in the fundamental processes 
of arithmetic • At higher levels he must know also 
a large number of t erma used in statements of prin-
ciples, in discussions of mathematics as a method of 
thinld.ng, etc; as well as geometric terms, statisti.e. 
cal concepts, and terms used :in finance and business. 
In ecom.omics, he needs mathematical terms used with 
functim graphs, variation, and certain computations 
peculiar to economics. 
A broad general vocabulary is also needed in 
reading the social studies. In modern European his-
tory, the difficulty lies not so much in technical 
words as in uncommon words that occur too infre .... 
quentl.y to allow familiarity-. Even American history 
o.ften uses general terms that prove baffling to high 
school students." 
Obviously these demands cannot be met fully by all the students 
that attend our schools toda;r. A large number will try laboriously 
¥Bemic~. D. Leary, National Society for the Study of Education, }t!aadin.& 
in the High School and College, Forty Seventh Year Book, 1948, Pert. IT, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, PP• 172 ""' 173.,. 
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to get through and will achieve practically nothing~ Children who are 
naturall.y slow or pbysicall.y handicapped often lack the ability to meet 
this challenge. Some provi.sion must be made for these pupils wpo con-
stitute a large per cent of a heterogeneous group in a typical eighth 
grade American history class. It is true that today more than at a.r:ry 
other time teachers are aware of and make more provisions for individ-
ual differences., Iht what about the textbook? The general appearance 
of the textbook leads one to infer that it is intended to provide for 
pupils of the eighth grade who have an average eighth grade reading 
ability or better. Consequently textbooks being used today in a typ.. 
ical eighth grade offer insurmountable obstacles to the slow or re-
tarded pupil, create frustration, and are a source of confusion. 
Hence a textbook now is not often the expedient that it was intended 
to be. On the junior high school level the gravity of this situation 
is more apparent. The naturally limited ability of the pupil, turther 
aggravated by the remote and abstract material offered in the text, 
inevitably causes him to lose interest and to become indifferent in 
ac~iring historical understandinga 
To cope wi. th this situation a teacher is apt to resort to one 
of two alternatives. She mq either use a book that is inadequate be-
cause o.f its difficulty or may use one written for pupils in elemen-
ta17 grades. 
If she does use the average eighth grade textbook it is very 
likely that she w.l.ll give a mjnimum assignment to the slow reading 
p11pils in comparison w.l.th the regular assignment given the other members 
4 
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of the class. Actually this treatment is not a solution for these 
pupils because they are being expo.sed. to material that is beyond their 
comprehension. The book cannot serve their needs; it is better that 
they should not be allowed to struggle with it. If they cannot read 
the language, they cannot use it as a leaming aid. 
If the teacher takes the other alternative she will be request-
ing slow readers to secure information from books that have been 
written fer pupils of lower grades -very likely, fifth graders-
since United states history is usual.ly taught on the fifth grade level 
in the elementary schools. This preced.ure is just as psychologicall.y.,. 
unwise and emotional.ly disturbing as other discriminating factors that 
we are trying to avoid in modern education. Furthermore these beoks 
are inadequate for eighth graders and very often not only omit details 
but even highlights in history that the author has assumed the child 
w.ill get in later history classes. Regardless of how retarded an 
eighth grader is, he certainly knows the· difference when his assign-
ment is g1 ven him in a fifth grade history book while his classmate 
uses the regular textbe>ok. It is not improbabl-e that he may have used 
the very same book three years ago. He needs a textbook that will pro-
vide for him and ot~ers like him. It should be written especially for 
him and not for an average pupil 9f the fifth grade. 
Pu.pils mq be slow read.ers but they have r.eelings and personal 
pride and prestige like adults. . A typical class is a repl.j.ca of 
society with the dull and the bright, the alert and the listless. 
Provision must be made for all. 
5 
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There are indications that the modern textbook, colorful and 
• 
attractive as it may be, and despite its recent imprc~~vements, is still 
too difficult for a large number of pupils in the grade for which it 
was intended. For the slow reader it leaves much to be desired. 
2. Literature In The Field 
An analysis of research and ether writings on criteria for 
selection ef textbooks reveals some striking similarities. The fol-
lowing criteria are the ones most frequently' mentioned. 
1. Literary quality. 
2. Concepts within grasp of pupils. 
3. Sufficient vocabular.y repetition and sentence structure 
control to promote retention and learning. 
4. Serviceable vocabulary. 
5. Rich and vital experience should be previded. 
6. Clear typography. 
7. Premotion of mere reading. 
a. Material should be well written. 
'· 
Censideration of children's interests. 
lO. Physical format. 
ll. D.lustrations. 
-e 12. Appeal of materials. 
13. Variety of exercises • 
. 
-· 
14. Clarity of directions. 
.1;. Motivation facters. 
The textbook sheuld be £1exible and should be supplemented 
by other materials. The idea o'f flexibility- implies a structure or 
pattern which allows for variations, a choice of contents, activities 
and metheds. 
Closely related to flexibility- is the requirement that an 
organization of material provide for pupils of varying ability. This 
can be done by indicating minimum essentials and enrichment materials 
er by providing several levels of difficulty-, from which the student 
can choese the appropriate level. Thus the more capable pupil can 
carry on numereus activities, while the less capable one can perform 
~Based on the·follewing seurces: · 
Emmet A• Betts,·Foundations of Reading Instruction, American Book 
Comp~, :Boston, 1946~ 
Mary E. Broom, Mary A. Duncan; Dorothy :&U.g, Josephine steuber, 
Effective Reading Instruction, McGraw Hill Book Company, New York, 1942 • 
.Donald Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, World Book 
Company", New York, 1940. 
Paul.McKee, The Teaching of Reading, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 
194$. 
Grace Fernald,· Remedial Techniques in Basic School Sub.iects, McGraw 
Hill Book Company, New York, 1943. 
. . 
. . II "· E.R.Carr, E.B.Wesley, W.F. Milrra., Social studies m Encyclopedia of Edu-
cational JWsearc~, Macmillan Cempany, 1950, PP• 121,3-.>1237• 
William H. Bu.rto:n, The Guidance of Learning Activities, D. Appleton-
Centary Company, New York, 1.944. 
o.u. GGed, A.S.Barr, D.E. Scates, The Methodology of Educational Research, 
App1eton-Oentury-~fts, Inc., 1941. 
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in propertion to his capacity. 
The slow backward pupil is entitled to the same special con-
sideration that the bright versatile pupil reeei ves. Each should be 
led to achieve up to the level of his capacity; each should have ma-
terials which utilize his total ability • 
.3. Purpose And Scope Of study 
The writer has attempted to determine the extent to which 
several typical United states history textbooks serve the slow reader • 
.An analysis was made of .Pen textbooks of fairly recent publication 
being used on the junior high school level toda.,v. The criteria used 
as a basis for analysis included the twelve listed in the table of 
contents. 
A secondary aspect of this study is concerned with a ques-
tionnaire that was administered to a heterogeneous group of approx-
Y 
ima.tely one hundred and fifty pupils. The respondents were to reply' 
to a list of questions pertaining to United states history textbooks. 
The major purpose of the questionnaire was to discover what the pupil 
considers to be objectionable or favorable features in the textbook 
with which he is familiar and which he uses :in connection with his 
Finally, the writer has drawn up a list of recommendations 
that may make textbooks more serviceable and meaningful to the slow 
reader. 
!/See Appendix A for questionnaire. 
CHAPl'ER II 
• AN ANALYSIS OF TEN SELECTED JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL UNITED STATES HISTORY 
TEXTBOOKS IN TERMS OF THEIR SUITABILITY FOR SLOW READERS 
~. Criteria Used in Analysis 
.The major purpose of the analysis of selected United States His-
tory textbooks was to determine the extent to 'Which these typical books 
!I 
serve the slow reader. One book was the basic textbook in a junior high 
school and the other nine were supplementary texts used in the same 
junior high school. The analysis J~s based on the following criteria: 
l:• Vocabllar;r 
2. Pages per chapter 
3. Length of sentences 
4• Important facts in a sentence 
5. Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs 
6. Proposed activities 
7. Typography 
S. Pictures 
9. Technical ter.ms 
10. Ola.r.i ty of directions 
ll. Motivation factors 
12. Motivation for further reading in United States history. 
In vtermining the readability of the vocabular;y the Reading-Ease 
Calculator. was employed. In accordance with this method, one hundred 
words are counted on a certain number of pages prescribed by the calcu .... 
lator and the number of sentences including these words. Following this, 
the number of syllables are counted in the one hundred words. The number 
!/Mabel A. Casner and Ralph H. Gabriel, The Stoz of Our .American Democ-
~ Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 194 • 
&(Science Research Associates, Inc., UHow To Use The Reading-Ease Calcu-
lator", General Motors Corporation, 223 Sco.th Wabash Avenue, Chicago 4, 
illinois, 1950. See Appendix B for details on the use of the calculator. 
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of syllables and sentences of the page are then fotmd on the calculator 
l'hich reveals the grade level of the page. The grade levels of the 
various pages are used to determine the grade placement. 
The average length of the chapters was determined by consulting 
the table of contents. 
The average length of the sentenees was found by counting the 
lines of sentences on certain pages throughout the book. The information 
was then organized and the average length of the sentences determined. 
The important facts in a sentence were determined by exactly the 
same methcd used to find the length of sentences, e«eept that in this 
ease the wr.i. ter sought the fa.cts in a sentence. 
Maps, charts, diagrams, and graphs were located in the text, 
and appraised in terms of their suitability and serviceability as visual 
devices. In evaluating maps, the shadings, size, signs, characters, 
colors, lines, key symbols, etc., were considered. Pictorial charts and 
horimntal bar charts were appraised in terms of their interpretive 
value and effectiveness in producing information. In the case of dia-
grams the factors involved in their evaluation were clarity, identifies,.... 
tion, size, attractiveness, and interest appeal. The ~ine, circle, and 
bar graphs were examined for their effecti,-eness to show comparisons. 
A list of proposed activities followed after the completion 
of a chapter or unit. The activities were appraised on the basis of 
prov.t.sion for individual and group expression and variety • 
·The point size type giva1 in Webster's Dictionary was used to 
determine the size of the typography. 
10 
Pictures could be found ~sil.y throughout the books and could 
• be appraised as to suitability a1d helpfulness in the interpretation of 
the subject matter. 
• 
Technical terms were counted on a selected number of pages 
I 
throughout the textbook to determine frequency of these words. Also 
the vocabulaiy and actin ties lists were scrutinized to determine if 
any further provision for learning of these terms had been made by the 
author. Many words pertinent to land and wa.ter features, words applying 
to transportation, to distance and direction, to human occupations, to 
physical phenomena, terreetrial features, political and economic terms, 
religious terms, etc., were considered technical terms. Some typical 
examples are the following: embargo, protoea.l, meteorology, referendum, 
impeach, filibuster, etc. 
The book was ski.mm9d to locate directions and determine their 
clarity from the manner presented. 
Motivation factors were determined from a study of introductions 
to chapters and units, overviews, summaries and visual aids. 
The motivation for further reading was determined by locating 
bibliography lists, consulting these lists for the number and types of 
broks and for the manner in whi eh they were presented. 
2.. Analysi. s of texts 
1. Mabel A. Casner, Ralph H. Gabriel, The Stor;y of Our American Demoe-
~ Harcourt Brace and Canpany, New York, 1946, PP• xvi + 656. 
Vocabulary.- The vocabulary was found to be on a seventh grade 
11 
reading level. The b0ek is used by" pupils of the seventh and eighth 
grade and is the basic text. 
Pages per chapter.- Chapters vary in length from ten to twenty 
pages. The book contains thirty-two chapters which have been divided 
into ten units. 
Length of sentences • .,... Three lines is the average length of the 
sentences in this book. Some five line sentences occur. However, 
this book features the two oolumn page, thus making the sentences com-
parati vely' short. 
ImPOrtant facts in a sentence.-- The average sentence includes 
two impertant facta. Only few have more and man.y- have only one im-
portant fact. 
Maps. charts. diagrams and graphs.-- Maps and charts appear in 
profusion. Alse diagrams, timelines ani cartoons are included, at-
tempting to aid in the interpretation of the story. 
Proposed activities.- At the end of each chapter there is a 
quiz plue a vocabulary list of ten words used in the chapter. At the 
end ef each unit there is a summar.y, questions for discussion, and a 
list of activities in which pupils may participate either in a group 
or independentlY. 
Txpograph.y.- The print is clear and appears readable. Titles 
and main topics are written in beld face type. A few scattered words 
or sentences throughout each chapter are written in italics. The type 
used is the ten point size. 
Pictures.- The text is liberal.ly illustrated with well selected 
12 
pictures that can be very helpf'nl. 
Technical terms.-- Technical ter.ms occur in every chapter. 
Vocabulary lists at the end of each chapter contain many of these 
words for further drill. 
Clarity of directions.-- Directions are used in connection with 
activities and are clearly given in an understandable manner. 
MOtivation factors.-- Careful censideration has been given to 
motivation factors. The beginning of each ~t includes a !ull page 
illustration with an interesting legend explaining the illustration 
although the illustration itself is clear and self explanator,r. 
. . 
Motivation for further reading in United States histotz•- A 
bi'Bliograpby occurs at the completion of ever.r unit recommending books 
relevant to the material in the unit. A general bibliography is found 
at the end of the book. 
2. Ruth West, WUlis M. West, The storr of Ou.r Countr.y, Allyn and 
Bacen, Boston, 19.35, PP• vii + 587,. 
Vocabulary.- The vocabulary was found to be on an eighth to 
ninth grade level in this text. 
Pages per chapter.-- The book is organized into thirty .... two. 
ehapters, divided into nine units, and each chapter varying from ten 
to twenty-five pages. 
Length of sentences.-- The sentences are long. Some are Vflr1" 
long" The page is not divided into cE>lumns and man.v sentences are more 
than five lines long. The average sentence is a little more than three 
lines long. 
Important facts in a sentence.- At least two important facts 
occur in each sentence, soma have three, and a few have four important 
facts in a sentence. 
· Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- The book contains an 
abtmiance of maps. Colored political maps, pictorial maps and DI8IlY' 
maps in black and white. Also several colored pictographs are in-
cluded. Several charts and timelines also are found. 
Proposed activities.~ Two types of exercises are found at the 
end of each chapter. One exercise is called the ttstudy and Review 
Questions" consisting of questions based on the material of the chapter 
completed. The other exe:rcis e is composed of eight or ten suggested 
activities providing for group and individual expression. 
Typographz.- Words and phrases written in italics occur through-
out the book. · The black bold face type occurs for titles and topics. 
Most of the content appears to be the eleven point size type. Some 
sections, including quotations or special material. are in the nine 
point size type •. 
Pictures.-- There are full page color plates and many pictures 
throughout the book, occurring practically on every page. 
Technical terms.- Technical t erma are found in the content al-
though no special provision has been made :for them. This text does not 
include vocabulary lists. 
Clarity of directions.- Tb.e directions in this text also occur 
at the completion of a chapter or unit and seem to be understandable 
14 
for average eighth graders. 
Motivation factors.- There is a full page introduction for 
every unit, concerned with the material lilich is to follow. Also on 
this same page are several illustrations pertinent to the unit. Each 
chapter is preceded by- three questions designed to stimulate the 
pupil t s mind and arouse his curiosity. 
Motivation for further reading in United States historr.-
There is an appropriate list of suggested bibliography at the end of 
each chapter. The list includes about ten books pertinent to the 
subject matter completed in the last chapter. 
3. Eugene c. Barker, Walter P. Webb, The Growth of A Nation, Row-
Peterson and Company, New York, 1937, PP• xi ·t724. 
Vocabulary ......... The reading grade level was found to be on a 
seventh grade. This is a supplemEntary- book in one particular junior 
high school. 
Pages per chapter.- The book is comprised of twenty-eight chap-
ters whi eh have been diVided into nine units. The pages per chapter 
vary from eighteen to thirty-five pages. 
Length of sentences.- The pageis not divided into two columns. 
The sentences are practically three or more than three lines long. Some 
sentences are five lines long. 
Important facts in a sentence.- The average sentence includes two 
im:Portant facts. Some ccntain only one and a few contain more than two 
important facts. 
15 
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Maps, charts, diagrams and, graphs.-- Some maps oe cur in 
this book, but not as many as one would find in an average text. Also 
there are several charts and cartoons. 
Proposed activities.-- Th~ question and answer type exercise 
is found to be dominant. Project suggestions are also provided. There 
is a wide variety but they are presented in a stilted for.mal manner. 
b'pegraph.Y.- Although most of the content is the ten point 
size type, much of the printed material appears small and seems to 
lack reading appeal. At the end of each chapter bibliographies and 
references are printed in the nine point size type. 
Pictures.- Ma:ny pictures are found threugbout the book, both 
in black and white and in color. 
Technical terms.-- Technical terms are feund throughout the 
content. Only at the beginning ef each unit has provision been made 
for further use in vocabulary drills. 
Clarity of directions.-- The literary style of the directions 
seems to be on an adult level. Although they are clear, the manner 
in which they·are presented seems formal. 
Motivation factors.-- .An introduction much like a SUJDm.a.l'y' is 
the only :rootivating factor, appearing at the beginning of eaeh unit. 
Motivation for fUrther reading in United States historr.-- A 
bibliography' occurs at the end of each chapter • 
4. C.H. McClure, W.H.Yarborough, The United states of .America, La.id1aw 
Brothers, New York, 1<941, pp. viii + 704. 
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Vocabula;z.-- The vocabulary has been .found to be on a seventh 
grade reading level. 
Pages per chapter.-- Twenty-eight chapters are divided into 
eight units. Each chapter is approximately twenty-five pages in 
length. 
Length of sentences.- Two and one half lines is the average 
length although many sentences have .four or five lines. The page is 
not divided into two cf)1umn.s. 
Important facts in a sentence.-- The average sentence contains 
one faet although sOiite sentens:es contain two or more. 
Maps. charts, diagrams and graphs.- Maps appear throughout the 
Proposed activities.- At the end of each chapter are review 
questions. A list of activities designated to provide for group and 
individual expression is also found at the end of each chapter. At 
the completion of each unit is a rev.iew of the question and answer 
type dealJxlg almost entirely on the material of the unit completed. 
T.ypography;.-- The material appears very clear and readable. 
The content is printed in the eleven point size type. Questions and 
activities at the end of each chapter are in the nine point size. 
Pictures.-- Throughout the book pictures appear generously. 
The pictures contain action, are colorful and appear to be meaningful 
and appealing to children. 
Technical terms.- These terms are found in the content through-
7 
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out the book.. At the end of each chapter some of these words are 
used in the activities section; An explanation of the word is re-
quested, or tbe use of the technical term in a sentence. 
Clarity of directions.- The directions seem clear, and 
within the comprehension 0f tbe seventh and eighth grade student .. 
Motivation factors.- Each unit begins with an overview 
i 
apparently desig,Ued to give the' student a.· ·preview of the material to 
.follQW. A small oo~orful picture prefaces the overview. 
Motivation for furtner reading_ in united States histor;y.-
A suggested bibliography occurs at the end of each chapter. There 
are no annotations. 
5 .. Merlin M. Ames, Jesse H. Ames, Thomas s. staples, MY America, 
Webster Publishing Company, St. Louis, 1951, PP• .xii + 5~. 
Vocabulary ........ The vocabulary reading level of the text was 
foUiid to be about seventh grade 9 , 
Pages per chapter.- Thirty-tm chapters are divided into ten 
unl.ts. The average length of each chapter appears to be about twenty 
pages, although some chapters are about twenty-five pages in length. 
Length of sentences.- A little over four lines seems to be the 
average lmgth of the sentences, although some sentences are longer. 
The page is divided into two columns Which makes lines short and the 
content easier to read. 
Important facts in a sentence.- Most of the sent~nces contain 
. more than one fact and some sentences contain several important facts. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.;- Throughout the book there 
is a profusion of a variety of maps. Timelines, graphs and charts are 
also used to aid in the interpretation of the subject matter. 
·Proposed activities.- The exercises and activities are found 
at the conclusion of each unit. They are varied in requirements 
supposedly to provide for individual differences. Mu.ch provision is 
made for group work, this type exercise being emphasized more than in-
dependent expression. 
typ!grapl!y.- The type is dark and outstanding and appears very 
readable.. Titles, headings, and topics are in bol.d face type, and of 
varying sizes. The ten point size type is used in printing the content. 
Pictures.- The book is excellently and profusely illustrated 
with interesting drawings, some occup,ying a fu.ll page. All drawings 
should be appealing to the students. They are very appropriately 
classified as picture stories and seem to do exactly what their name 
implies. 
Technical terms.- Technical terms are used throughout the 
book and are adequately defined. At the end of some chapters ques-
tions are asked about some technical term. in an effort to make its 
meaning clearer. At the end of every unit there appears a list of 
wrds under the heading A and a list of meanings under the heading B. 
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The students are asked to match the items in list A with their iden-
ti.fications in List B. Most o.f these words in the list are technical 
terms. 
Clarity of directions.- Great care seems to have been taken 
to .facilitate clarity of directiona. An average pupil of the eighth 
grade should have no difficulty in comprehension and interpretation 
of directions. 
Motivation factors.- The excellent drawings which have re-
placed photographs in this text can be a motivating factor as well as 
valuable visual aids. In addition to the drawings, an overview of the 
material to follow is given at the beginning of each unit. 
Motivation for further reading in United States historz.-
A very substantial bibliography occurs at the completion of each unit. 
. . 
In addition to the name of the book and author a sentence is given to 
further recommend or eipla:i.n the book to the student. 
6. Gertrude V.D.Southworth, John V.D.Southworth, The· Btorjr of Our 
America, Iroquois Pu.blishing Company, New York, 1951,· pp. x ·+ 868. 
Vocabtilarz.- The reading levei of ~?is book was high school or 
tenth grade. 
Pages per chapter.- The book is divi~ed into twenty chapterrs. 
The chapters are divided into ten units. .Almost every ehapt'er is 
about forty pages in length. The last chapter is sixty-four pages. 
Length of sentences.- The sentences are three to four lines 
long. This presents a problem. particularly to the slew reader, for 
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although this book is a vexy recent publication the page is not di-
vided into column~:t. 
Important facts in a sentience.- Most of the sentences contain 
one or two important facts. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- Maps are very plen~iful 
attEDI.pting to make the geography' of the history clear. Cartoams are 
also prevalent. 
Proposed activities • .- At the completion of each chapter are 
~estions ~rtinent to the subject matter in that particular chapter .. 
At the end of each unit are to be found a chronological list of events 
treated in the unit, a series of questions, and a group of exercises 
or projects. 
Typography;.- The print is vexy readable and clear. All the 
content is uniform and printed in the eleven point size type. Bold 
face tjype is used for titles and topics in varied sizes. A few words 
occur in italics but are larger than the average italic writing. Onl;r 
in the Appendix toes the eight point .size type occur. 
Pictures.~ The book is liberally illustrated with black and 
white am also colorful pictures, appearing to be very well selected. 
Technical t.::rms.- Technical terms appear throughout the text. 
Adequate provision for further drill has not been made especially ex ... 
cept that occa.si,onally a question at the end of some of the chapters 
asks for an explanation or for the neaning of one of these words. 
Clarity of directiobs.- Directions appear at the em of each 
chapter or unit and are clearly defined and understandable. 
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Motivation .factors.- At the beginning o.f each chapter is a. 
short but interesting paragraph, preparing the student .for what is to 
.follow. 
Moti va.tion .for .further reading in United States histor;y.-
This is the only book analyzed that does not contain a bibliography • 
The only provision .for .further reading is made in one o.f the exercises 
under activities. The exercise recommends that .further reading be made 
in a reference book about specific personalities discussed in the unit. 
7. Clyde B. Moore, Helen M. Carpenter, Lawrence G. Paquin, Building 
a Free Nation, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1950, PP• xii 
+ 548. 
Vocabul.ar.v.- The reading vocabulacy is based on a seventh to 
eighth grade level. 
Pages per chapter.- The book is divided into twenty-three chap-
ters approximately twenty pages in length. The chapters are organized 
into ten units. 
Length of sentences.- Most sentences contain only one important 
fact - a desirable feature of this book. A few sentences contai.ri two 
facts. 
Important facts in each sentence.- Most sentences contain one 
.. 
important fact, some contain t"WO, a. desirable feature in this book. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- A few maps are scattered 
through the book, there are naa.ny charts and diagrams. Some cartoons 
are al EO found. 
Proposed a.cti vities.- At the end of each chapter are review 
-\.__) 
questions, a word list, projects that are very interesting, providing 
for interpretation of the subject matter, map exercises and a proposed 
activity for organization of chapter material.• There are activities 
providing for vocabulary enrichment and projects for individual and 
group expression at the end of each unit, 
Tn>egrapbl.- The print is clear and very readable and printed 
in the ten and one half po~t size type. Bold face type also occurs 
r 
in the lbbC,k. 
Pictures.- There is a profusion of pictures throughout the 
bGek that should certainl.y help to inake the contents more meaningful 
and interesting.. A set of beautiful pictures, covering about twenty 
full page~ appear at the beginnjng of the book on United states in~ 
dustries, and a two page spnaad of famous men. 
Technical terms,-- Vocabulary lists occur at the end of every 
chapter which include man:r technical words for further drill and use 
in sentences. Also in some cases they are used in connection with 
the exercises and activities, 
Clarity of directions,-- Directions are found at the end of 
chapters and units and are presented in a clear understandable manner. 
Motivation factors,- An introduction is given at the begin-
ning of each chapter followed by questions designed to arouse interest 
and curiosity. In this book each chapter is featured rather than each 
unit, 
Motivation for further reading in United States histGr;r,-
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A pertinent bibliography list occurs at the end of each chapter. Pro-
vision for iniividual ~fferences in reading is made here. Titles of 
books starred (*) are below seventh grade level; the titles of books with 
the symbol of' a dagger (j) are above ·seventh grade level; the titles 
of 1:D oks that are not marked wi~ a symbol are on a seventh grade level 
and presented supposedly for the average reader. 
s. Howard E. Wilscn, Wallace E. Lamb, American History, American Book 
Company, New York, 1947, PP• :xii + 594. 
Vocabl.la.tz.- The vocabula.zy in this textbook was found to be 
on a~inth grade read:ing level. 
Pages per chapter ........ The book is divided :into thirty-a~ chaP-
ters. These chapters are divided into eight units. The length of 
the chapters varies .from ten to twent;y pages. 
Length of sentences.- Each page is divided into two columns. 
Most sentences are about three lines long, very few are five lines 
long. 
Important facts :in a sentence.- One of two facts are found in 
each sentence. It is very seldom that more than two facts occur in· a 
sentence. 
Maps. charts 1 diagrams and graphs.- Throughout the book many 
maps, charts, diagrams end tables prevail, and are very helpful in ex-
plaining the ·happening of events. 
Proposed activities.- Activities are found at the end of each 
tmit planned for varying :interests am abilities, for group and in-
dependent participation~ 
Tn?ograph:y;.- Words in italics o ceur in the book and also words 
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in bold face type. The general content is printed in the ten point 
size. The activities section at the end of each unit is the nine 
point size type. 
Pictures.- There are pictures generously scattered through-
out the book, in black and white and also several full page photographs, 
'Which should prove to be meaningful and enjoyable. 
Technical terms.- At the completion of each unit a conside:r-
ably" long vocabulary list occurs. Many of these words are technical 
terms and an explanation or the meaning of the word is required. Also 
they are of use in connection with the exercises and the activities. 
Clarity of directions • ._ The directions are clearl;r and spe-
cifically given and occur in connection with the activities. 
Motivation factors.- A timeline is found at the beginning of 
each chapter. It occupies a tull page. Each unit is introduced with 
an overview of material and a full page beautifUlly colored picture 
on the opposite page pertinent to the material. 
Motivation for further reading in United states historz.-
A list of books, rather small list as compared to the other books ana-
l.y'zed., is found at the end of each chapter. 
9. Gertrude Hartman, America Land of Freedom, D.C.Heath Compa:tcy', 
Boston, 1952, pp. xv + 720. 
Vocabulary.- The reading range o~ the vocabulary in this text 
is between eighth and ninth grade level. 
l'aq;es per chapter.- The book is divided into thirty-seven chap.. 
ters and the chapters are organized into ten units. Most of the 
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chapters are about fifteen pages long. 
Length 0f sentences.- Most sentences are approximately three 
lines long. Five line sentences also occur. The page is not divided 
into two columns, which makes these sentences long, even for average 
eighth graders. 
Im.:eertant facts in a sentence.- Almost every sentence includes 
tn facts; some have more. 
Maps, charts. dia&rams and graphs.- Charts, diagrams, timelines 
and graphs are used sld.l.ifu.lly to interpret history- to the reader. 
There is a profusion of them and ·a very large number of a variety of 
maps. A two page spread global map at the beginning of the book is 
colerful and can be very serviceable to students. 
Proposed activities.- Activities appear at the end of each 
unit.. In addition to the summary there is a VQcabulary drill, an exer-
cise on persons and places studied and suggested projects providing for 
individual and group expression. 
T.ypograph.y.- The captions or legends of the pictures are in 
very- small size print, the eight point size. The general content is 
printed in the ten point size. Bold face type occurs, although very in-
frequentl;r. 
Pictures.- The book is liberally illustrated throughout. 
Black and white and colored pictures should be of great service in under-
standing many parts of the text. 
Technical terms.-.. A list of words required to be identified 
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occlll:'S- at the completion of each tmit. Among the words in the vocabu-
lary list a. large proportion are technical terms. Another group of 
words~ of wbieh a large n~ber are technical terms, occur for which 
further study is proposed. 
Clarity of directions.~ The directions are given in a simple 
meaningful manner that should be understandable for the average eighth 
grader. 
Motivation factors.- Each unit is presented with a quotation 
or excerpt from some famous man or statesman pertinent to the material 
which is a. bout to follow. Also on every- introducto17 page of the unit 
is an interesting illustration. 
Motivation for further reading in United States historz.- A 
full page bibliograpb)r appears at the end of each unit. 
10. Harold u. Faulkner, Tyler Kepner, Victor E. Pitkin, United states 
of America, Harper ani Brothers Publishers, New York, pp. :xii + 
620. 
Vocabulary.- '!'he voca.bula.:r.v of the text was found to be between 
an eighth and ninth grade reading level. 
Pages per chapter.-- The content of the book is divided into 
thirty-three chapters. The chapters have been organi~ed into ten 
units. The chapters V&17 in length. Practica.lly al1 of them are ap-
proximately fifteen pages in length. A few are twenty pages long. 
Length of sentences.,- The sentences are three to five lines 
long, and each page is divided into two columns, a very desirable 
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feature since it shortens the length of a line. 
Important facts in a sentence.-- Many sentences contain only 
one fact. Some sentences contain at least two facts, very- few sen-
tences contain more than two facts. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- The book is generously 
illustrated. There are forty-five different maps and twenty-seven 
charts and graphs. In addition there are diagrams and animated car-
toons, apparently carefull.y selected and designed to make the contents 
meaningful and interesting. 
Proposed activities.-- At the conclusion of each chapter appears 
a vocabular.y list of words used in the chapter. The meanings of the 
~rds are not requested but sentences in connection with some parti-
cular topic with which the chapter dealt. Also there is a list of im-
pertant dates, with a question about each particular date. This is 
followed by- a considerable number of questions on the chapter. At the 
conclusion of each unit these same activities appear in ~dition te 
the mit summa.r;y, plus several lists of projects, some specifical..ly 
designated for group work and others calling for individual expression. 
'flpograph.r.- The general content is printed in the ten point 
size type. The introduction of each chapter is written in italics. 
The exercises aDd activities are in the nine and one half size type. 
Titles and topics are typed in bold .face print. 
Pictures.- The book has an abundance o.f pictures. A two page 
spread introduces each unit. These drawings are .fascinating, clever, 
attractive and should have an unlimited appeal with children. An un-
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usual. feature is a list of references where pictures can 1:B obtained, 
pertinent to the material of every unit. This information occurs at 
the end of each unit. 
Technical terms.- These words· are used throughout the book. 
Provision is mad'e for. better learning of the technical terms used in 
this text. An exercise follows at the end of each cha.pt:,er that calls 
for the use of these words in sentences. FurtJermore the exercise 
. suggests that the sentences pertain to the subject matter of the chapt:,er. · 
A sjmila.r exercise is a.l.so found at the end of every unit. 
Clarity of directions.- The directions are given in a clear 
understandable manner and appear in connection with chapter and unit 
act:i. vi ties. 
Motivation factors.- The two page spread drawing of every unit 
is cne feature used to motivate leaming. The introductory incident 
of each chapter is another, interesting in .itself and usuaJ..l.y suffi-
ciently eomprehensive to orimt the whole chapter. Another unique 
feature is a one thousand word. biegrapby- of a man or woman in each of 
the ten units in the text. 
Motivation for further reading. in United. States histor.y.- An 
excellent bibliography occurs at the cc:nclusion of each unit. In 
addition to this, one of the appendices is entirely devoted to a bib-
liography and is org.anized under books, pamphlets, historical. novels 
and biographies. Also a further list of available sources is given 
for procuring pictures. 
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.3. Details of Analysis 
Vocabulary•- Of the ten text books analyzed using the Reading-
Ease Calculator, five were found to have a seventh grade reading 
level, one was on a high school or tenth grade reading level, another 
was on a seventh to eighth grade level, and two were on an eighth to 
ninth grade level. The textbook used in answering the questions to 
the questionnaire was found to be on a seventh grade level. 
Pages per chapter.- The average length of the chapters was 
found to be twenty to twenty-five pages in the books analyzed. 
Length of sentences ...... It was interesting to note that six of 
the books analyzed featured the two column page. Four did not. The 
average t'WO column sentence was aboli:i three and one half lines long. 
The other books varied from one and one half to t'WO and one half on 
the average, many sentences being much longer than that. 
Important facts in a sentence • .,_ In most books the sentences 
cont.ained more than one fact. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- All books were well illus .... 
trated; however, special praise should be given the most recent pub. 
lications for their excellent use of visual aids. 
Proposed activities.~ The activities in all books except one 
provided for group and individual expression. .All the authors of the 
other texts realized the importance apparently of activity use as a 
leaming aid. Again the selections in the more recent publications 
were more varied and outstanding~ 
Typography.- The typography of most books analyzed was clear 
and of an average size. The ten point size ttpe seemed to be the one 
most frequently used. In almost al1 texts the section at the end of 
chapters and units providing questions and exercises was in the nine 
or eight point size. 
Pictures.- Pictures were used generously and effectively. 
In the recent publications they are being replaced by excellent draw-
ings which seem to contribute immensely to the inte:r:pretation of the 
story. 
Technical terms.-- Technical terms were found in all books 
and were used more with topics concerning government than any other 
topic. Almost all books provided for further stuQy or use of techni-
cal terms in aid in their interpretation. Some books, usua.ll.y the 
ones most recently pllbliehed, made more adequate provision than others. 
Clarity of directions.- Directions in most of the texts ana-
lyzed were clearly presented and should offer no problem to the average 
junior high school student. 
MOtivation factors.-- All books included motivation factors; 
most of them have an overview at the beginning of the unit pertinent 
to the subject matter that was to follew. The other important factor 
was the use of visual aids. 
Motivation for further reading in United Stiates histor,y.-
All beaks except one provided a bibliography ef reading. Two of the 
more recent publications presented it a little more interestingly than 
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it was presented in the other eight texts. 
4· Swmnar.Y 
The more recent]Jr published books seemed to have many improve-
ments which should be of great value to both the student and the teach-
er. However, not all books analyzed seem to be written on the grade 
level for 'Which they were intended. For the slow reader, in spite of 
their improvements they would not be sufficiently serviceable and mean-. 
ingful to aid adequately his needs. 
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CHAPTER III 
BASIC TEXTBOOK EVALUATION BY PUPTI.S 
OF A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
1. The Nature and Purpose of Evaluation y 
A questionnaire was devised to ascertain how pupils felt 
about the readability, suitability-, and serviceability- of the basic y 
textbook used da.il.y in social studies. Twenty items were inaluded 
in the questionnaire based on the criteria used for the analysis of 
the ten selected textbooks in United states history. The major pur-
pose of the questionnaire was the consideration of the pupUst in-
terests in addition to the discovery of what the students consider 
helpful features in a text. It is hoped that these pupU opinions 
serve as helpful factors in the selection of a textbook partieularl7 
for the slow reader. 
2. Type and Size of Reporting School 
The school is located in one of the best residential sections 
of an industrial city- in Massachusetts. The majority of the children 
attending this school come from the more favored homes with many 
!/See Appendix A for questionnaire. 
gjMabel A. Casner, Ralph H& Gabriel, The stor.y of Our American Democracy, 
Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 1946. 
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advantages, the results of which mow up in some aspects of personality, 
as compared with other schools in the city where enrollment consists 
mostly of underprivileged children having restricted socio-economic 
backgrounds. Two hundred sixty-three ~tuients are enrolled in the 
scheol. One hundred fifty-four are in the seventh and eighth grades. 
3. · Administration and Reliability of Data 
A questionnaire containing twenty items was prepared by thevriter 
and administered to one hlmdred forty-three students of the seventh and 
eighth grades with a range in reading ability from 4.6 to 10.4 in grade 
placenent. This reading ability is based on the Progressive Reading 
Test - Intermediate - For.m C administered to these students September 
28, 1951. One questionnaire was presented to each student and he was 
told to underline one word or group of words for every sentence on the 
questicxmaire. The questionnaire was employed tc obtain the opinions 
and jud!ntents of the students in regard to their history textbook. 
The administrator of the scale read the directions which ex-
plained to the respondents that they should. feel free to answer ex-
actly how they believed, and that the results of the test would have 
no effect whatsoever on history marks. Because of the reading de.ti-
ciencies of S3me students the administrator read every item on the 
questionnaire aloud, and paused at the cohclusion of each sentence to 
allow the respondents to select and underline the word or group of 
words they had selected. 
No tine limit was set and the administrator volunteered to 
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answer 8ll1' questions that might help in clarifying any item on the 
list. 
This opinion s~ale was designed to ascertain how the pupil felt 
about a particular thing, namely the serviceability of his United 
states his.tor;r bo&k in this specific case. In this type of question-
' 
naire one cannot be sure that the pupil answers with sincerity. Re-
gardl_ess a.f how the teacher endeavors to impress upon a student that 
'• 
the results of the test will have no bearing on marks the student will 
often respond the way he believes he is expected to respond rather 
than how he virtual.l;r feels. In studying and analyzing the data the 
writer found this to be particular]Jr true of the slow reader. 
4. Analysis of Data 
The inadequacy of the data makes it impossible to draw final con-
elusions at this time. However, there are a number of interesting 
points that ~have presented themselves. The results have been tabulated 
and presented in Table 1, page 42. The table has nine columns the 
first of which contains the items of the questionnaire. In the second 
column are the responses of students having a grade level reading 
ability of 4.0 to 4.9. The responses of the pupils with a reading 
ability of ;.o to 5.9 are found in the third col"WDn. Similarly in 
the fourth through'. the eighth column are listed the responses of pupils 
with reading levels of 6 through lOth grades. 
As previously stated one hundred forty-three students filled 
out the questionnaire in the seventh and eighth grades. Seventy of 
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these students are in the eighth grade. Twenty-four of them or 34 
per cent are~below g~ade level in reading. Seventy-three are in the 
seventh grade and twenty-one or approximately 29 per cent are below 
grade level in reading. Forty-five students from a total of one hun-
dred forty-three were below grade level in reading, or approximately 
31 per cent of the population responding was below grade level in 
reading. 
The responses to vocabulary showed that more than 2 per cent 
considered the words diffi_cult, less than 1 per cent {only one student 
of the entire group) found the vocabulary very diffi-cult, over 9 per 
cent found the vocabulary easy and more than SS per cent agreed that 
the vocabulary in the text was. average or ordinary. 
In considering the length of sentences about 14 per cent con-
sidered the sentences long, slightly more than 1 per cent thought the 
sentences were too long, 77 per cent thought the sentences were of 
average length, and almost 4 per cent considered the sentences in the 
text; short. 
Approximately 15 per cent agreed that sentences contain one 
fact, 67 per cent concluded that they contain more than one fact, more 
than lS per cent felt that sentences contained many facts, but no one 
felt that sentences con~ained too many facts. 
~re than 4 per cent thought the chapters in the book were 
short, 61 per cent thought they were of av~rage length, 31 per cent 
considered them long, and more than 2 per cent found them to be too 
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long. 
It was interesting to note that no one considered the print 
to be too small, a1. though more than 3 per cent considered it small, 
90 per cent agreed t~at it was of an average size, and practically 7 
per cent considered it large. No one considered the size of the print 
too large. 
Maps were found to be help:f'ul by more than 67 per cent, .30 per 
cent considered them helpful sometimes, a little over 1 per cent found 
them seldom helpful, but no one maintained that they were never helP-
ful. 
More than 57 per cent considered maps help:f'ul in clarifying 
land and water areas, more than 40 per cent agreed that land and water 
areas were made clear cy maps sometimes, less than 3 per cent stated 
that land and water areas very seldom were made clear by maps, but no · 
one contended that land and water areas were never made clear b.r maps. 
A very large number, almost 75 per cent agreed that pictures 
make stories understandable, less than 24 per cent claimed that pictures 
helped them to understand the story sometimes, less than 2 per cent 
claimed that pictures seldom help to understand the story, and no one 
stated that pictures never help in the comprehension of a story. 
More than 26 per cent thought that the pictures were usually 
colorful and attractive, more than 54 per cent considered them color-
:f'ul. and attractive sometimes, 14 per cent claimed they were seldom 
colorful and attractive, and more than 4 per cent never considered 
them colorful and attractive. 
In considering cartoons almost 74 per cent found them to clar-
ify certain facts or ideas, more than 2& per cent considered them to 
se helpful in clarifying .facts sometimes, and no one stated that they 
were s~ldom or never helpful· • 
. 
Ill considering charts 56 per cent o.r those tested found them sim-
ple to understand, 33 per cent .found them simple to understand some-
times, only 9 per cent considered them difficult to understand and less 
than 2 per cent claimed that they were i4wa.ys di.fficult to understand. 
In considering timelines almost 45 per cent found th~ to make 
events clear to them, practically 42- per cent found them. to make events 
clear semetimes, more than_ 9 pe:t; cent very- seldom found theJ_Jl to make 
happenings of events clear, and almost 4 per cent never folluld them to 
make events clear. 
In the comparisou of visual aids over 37 per cent preferred maps, 
more than 25 per cent showed: a preference for pictures, appro:d.matel:y' 
16 per cent sele~ted earteons; almost 15 per cent selected charts and 
about 6 per cent selected. timelines. 
The response to word lists was very- interesting. More than 55 
I 
per cent eensidered word lists helpful. Approximately 43 per cent 
considered thein. helpful sometimes, and only a little more than 1 per 
cent claimed word lists were difficult. No one of the entire popula-
tion tested considered themver.r difficult. 
More than 3 per cent considered activities very- easy, over 68 
!-
per cent considered them easy, more than 27 per cent considered them 
difficult and not one of the entire group participating in the scal.e 
considered the activities very difficult. 
In response to interesting activities, more than 65 per cent con-
sidered activities interesting, more than 25 per cent considered them 
seldom interesting, more than 7 per cent considered them always in-
teresting, and over 2 per cent claimed they were never interesting. 
The questions at the end of eac~ unit were found help.f'ul by 
more than 72 per cent, 33 per cent considered them help.f'ul sometimes 
only, more than 2 per cent claimed the questions were seldom helpful, 
) 
and almost 2 per cent claimed that the questions were. never helpful. 
The motivating factor aroused the interest of more than 60 per 
cent, more than 36 per cent found the motivation interesting some-
times, almost 3 per cent thought the motivation seldom aroused their 
interest and one student or less· than 1 per cent considered the moti-
vation never interesting • 
.An interesting disclosure was the fact that no one ever read 
all the books suggested at the end of chapters or units, less than 
34 per cent read some of them, about 23 per cent read most of them, 
and 43 per cent read none of them at all. 
In reporting words which they did not understand the average 
number no~ known per pupil by the group having a reading ability of 
4.0 to 4.9 was 4.3. The average number of words not known per pupil 
by the group with a reading ability 5.0 to 5.9 was five. The average 
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number o:r words per pupil not understood was 3.4 by those having a 
reading ability o:r 6.0 to'6.9. The pupils having a reading ability 
of 7 .o to 7. 9 disclosed an average number of 1.3 words not known per 
pupil. The average number not known per pupil by those having a 
reading ability of 8.0 to 8.9 was 1.2. Those found in the group of 
reading ability between 9.0 to 9e9 had an average number per :Pupil 
of 0.6 of words not known. The average nwnber of words per pupil 
not known by the group with a reading ability of 10.0 to 10.9 was 
0.4. When Considering the whole group, composed of one hundred 
forty-three students1 1.7 was the average number of words not known 
per pupil. 
In SUDID1a.l"J1", the following factors seem to be most significant: 
1. Not all items considered received responses in all degrees. 
2. Vocabulary exercises are considered"helpful" or lthe1pful 
sometimes" by the entire population tested. 
3. A large percentage of the respondents considered the sen-
tences to have more than one fact or many facts. 
4. A large percentage considered the questions on material 
read to be 11help:rul." 
5. Six out of seven pupils with the greatest reading ability 
read none of the books in the bibliography. 
6. The typography was considered of average size by allnost 90 
per cent of the entire population tested. 
7 • Maps were the most popular visual aid with pictures and 
l.(l 
carteens next in popularity in that erder • 
• 
• • 
-
Table 1. Graie Reading Levels of Participating Pupils 
,Reading Grade Levels Number of Pupils 
4.0 ... 4.9 3 
;.o - ;.9 5 
6.0 - 6.9 21 
7.0 .... 7 .. 9 36 
s.o - s.<r 40 
9.0 - 9.9 31 
10.0 - 10.9 7 
t 
-
e • 
' 
Table ~. Basic Textbook EvaJ.uation by Pupils of a Junior High School 
Items Considered Grade Placement 'fotaJ. 
14.<>-4.9 5.<>-5.9 6.0-6.9 7.<>-7.9 8.0-8.9 ! 9.0-9.9 I '10.0-10.9 (1) . (2) (3) -(4) 15} (_61 (7) : (8) (9) ; l 
i 
Vocabulary .. : •••••••••••••••••••• I (a) easy ... i 0 0 3 1 '4 3 1 12 
·················-··· 
I (b) average or·ordinatt .. ' 2 2 17 35 36 28 6 126 • • • • 0. 
(c) difficult .. 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • . (d) very difficult 0 1 0 i 0 0 ' 0 0 1 ••••••••••• ' . . 
. . 
' :
The sentences are ... ••••••••••••• (a) short -' .. 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 7 •••••••••••••••••••• (b) of average length ... . ~ ' ' 3 4 11 29 36~ 21 6 no •••••••• (c) long •••.• ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ 4) ; • ~ ~ • ~ • ~ ~ ~ 0 0 6 5 4 9 0 24 (d) too long ·~·········&····· 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 ! 
Each sentence contains ... •••••••• (a) one fact . , ... ' 0 1 3 4 
' 
6 2 21 ····~············ (b) more than one fact . ' '' .. - 3 .2 11 27 32 17 4 96 •••o••• I (c) Jna.Dy' facts .. 0 2 7 i 5 3 8 1 26 ••••••••••••••• (d) too many facts ••••••••••• 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 
The ch~ters are •••••••••••••• 
(a) short •••••••••••••••••••• l 0 1 2 1 1 l 7 (b) of average length ......... 1 0 15 21 24 23 4 88 (c) long ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 3 4 13 15 6 2 44 (d) too long ••••••••••••••••• 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 4 
{Continued on next page) 
. 
.J:-
VJ 
Table l. (Continued) 
•Items Considered . Grade Placement :rotal 
i 1. 
4~0-4.9 5.0-5.9 6.0-6.9 7~0-7.9 ; 8~0-8~9 : 9.9-9.9 ' 10~0-10.9 
' 
(1) (2} (3) Tk.) (S} (6) (7) (8) (9) 
' 
The print is ••••••••••••••••• 
' (a) too small •••• 6. 0 ••••.••••.• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 (b) small 
• • • • • _, • • o • • e • • • • o • • 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 (c) of average size •••••. fl' 0 •• 3 4 20 33 36 27 6 129 
(d) large 0 1 0 2 3 4 0 I 10 ................... .,. 
(e) too large 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ••••• 0 ••••••• 0 0 
i i 
'· 
The maps are I \ ••••••••• 0 ..... t) & •. 
(a) helpful 3 2 ! 11 29 ! 29 lS 5 97 ••••••••••••••••• (b) helpful sometimes 0 2 s i 7 11 13 2 44 .... ., . •: i ' . : (c) are very seldom helpful •• 0 1 ' 2 oc.. 0 0 0 2 
i (d) · are never helpful •••••••• 0 0 0 
' 
0 0 0 0 0 
The maps make land and water 
areas ••.•.....•.•..•.....•••• : 
(a) clear to you ......... ., .. 2 3 8 20 26 22 1 82 
(b) clear to you sometimes •• 1 1 12 16 14 9 5' 58 (c) very seldom make them 
clear ••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 (d) never make them clear 
to you ••••••••• 0 • ••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 
(Continued on next page) 
•• • 
~able 2. (Continued) 
ltems Considered . Grade Placement :rotal 
4.0-4.9 5.0-5.9 6.0-6.9 7.0-7.9 8.o-8.9 9o0-9o9 l.(h0-10.9 
{lj_ (2) ~(3J (4) (5) (6) (7) l8J (9) 
I 
TP.e pictures •••••••••• •.• •• •. i 
(a) help you to tinderstarid I 
the story •••••••••• ~.~.~ 3 i 5 18 20 27 27 7 107 I (b) help you sometimes 0 0 3 l4 13 4 0 34 I •••••• I (c) very seldom help.you ~~ •• 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 2 
(d) never help you •••••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. -
The pictures are •••••••••••• (a) usually colorful and i 
' ! 
attractive •••••••••••••• 1 ! 3 7 ' 10 7 7 3 38 (b) sometimes colorful and : i ' 
attractive •••••••••••6•• ! 0 2 ' 9 19 27 17 4 78 (c) seldom colorful and ' ' 
attractive i 2 0 4 i 6 5 4 0 21 ···~·········· I (d) never colorful and i ' I I ' ' 
attraati ve· •••••••••••••• ' I 0 0 1 ; 1 1 3 o. 6 
' ! I 
. ' 
Cartoons make certain facts I ! i 
or ideas I I ···········~···~···· ' ! .. (a) clear to you •••••••••••• 3 3 10 26 2S 2d ! 7 105 I i 0 3S (b) clear to-you sometimes •• ' 0 2 11 ! 10 12 3 i l. I (c) very seldom make them · I i 0 0 clear to you •••••••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 (d) never make them clear 
0 0 to you •••••••••••••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~-
(Continued on next page) 
+:-
\1l 
• 
Table ~. (Continued) 
Items Considered Grade Placement Total 
I . 4.0-4.9 5.0-5.9 ' 6.0-6.9 • 7.0-7.9' s.o-8.9 9.0-9.9 10.0-.0.9 
(1) I (2) (3) (J,.) (~) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
The charts are •••••••••••••• I 
I 
! 
(a) simple.to understand ••••. ! 2 0 10 17 23 23 6 81 
(b) simple to understand 
sometimes ••••••~•••••••• ! 0 f 2 10 15 15 8 1 51 (c) difficult to understand •• 
' 
1 3 1 2 2 0 0 9 (d) always very difficult 
. to understand •••••• ., •• • • I 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Ti:meline s .•••••• ., ••••••••••• • 
(a) make the happenings of 
events clear to you ••••• 0 0 5 21 16 20 5 67 
(b) make them clear to you 
·sometimes ••••••••••••••• 3 5 10 11 20 9 2 60 (c) very seldom make them I 
j 
clear to you •••••••••••• 0 ~ 0 4 2 4 2 0 12 (d) never make them clear 
to you ··············~··· I 0 i 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 
You prefer •••••••••••••••••• 
(a) maps •••••••••••••••••••• 2 2 8 16 15 9 2 54 (b) Chat'ts· · ••• ~ ............... I 0 l 9 3 5 4 0 22 
(c) pictures •••••••••••••••• l 2 2 10 8 12 1 36 
(d) cartoons •• ·• ••••••••••••• 0 0 1 9 4 5 4 23 
(e) timelines ••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 2 ' 4 1 0 8 
(Continued on next page) 
• • 
Table 2. (Continued) 
.Items Considered Gmde Placement Total 
4.0..4.9 5.0-5.9 6.o-6.9 7.0-7.9 S.0-8.,9 9.0-o9.9 10.0-10.;9· 
rC1J (2) (3) .lW_ (5} (6) (?) (8) . (9) 
.Word lists. a.t the end of the 
chapters are ••• ~ ••••• ~ ••• ~ •• 
(a) helpful ••••••••••••••••~ 3 2 12 19 15 25 4 so (b) helpful sometimes •• ~ •• ~. 0 3 s 21 20 6 3 61 
(c) difficult •••••••••·~~ ••• 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
.(d) very difficult .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The activities and projects 
suggested at the end of · 
each unit are ....... · •••••• ••• 
(a) very eas.y ••••••••••••••• 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 5 
(b) eas,y •••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 12 28 28 2l 7 98 (c) .difficult .......... ~ ••• .,. 2 3 7 8 10 10 0 40 
(d) ver,r difficult •••••••••• 0 0 Q Q 0 0 0 0 
The activities and projects 
suggested at the end of 
· each unit are ~ •••• ., ••••• ., • • • 
(a) interesting ••••••••••••• .2 2 10 23 24 25 7 93 
~b) seldom interesting •••••• 1 2 10 8 14 1 0 36 
c) alw~s interesting ••••• ~ 0 1 0 3 2 5 0 ll (d) never interesting ••• •• .-. 0 0 l 2 0 0 0 3 
(Continued on next page) 
• 
Table a. (Continued) 
Items Considered Grade Placement 'Potal. 
4.o-4.,9 5.0-5.9 6 .. o-6.9 7_.0-'].9 s.O-S.9 9.0-9.9 10.0-10.9 
'(1) _(2) _(31 (4.) (5) (6) (7) (8) {9) 
The questions at the end of 
eachunit are ••••• ~ •••••••• ~ 
(a) b8lpful •••••• ., ••••• ., •• ~. 1 2 l2 24 32 29 4 104 
(b) helpful sometimes ••••••• 2 2 8 9 7 2 3 33 (c) seldom helptul • .,. •••• u • 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 4 
(d) never helpfUl •••• ~ •••••• 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
The introduction of each 
unit •••••••••••.,•••••••••••• 86'7,_ (a) arouses your interest •• • 3 2 l2 20 23 21 5 
(b) arous-es your interest 
18 sometimes •• -•••• ., ......... 0 2 7 13 10 2 52 {c) ver.y seldom arouses 
your interest •••••••• ., •• 0 l 1 2 .o 0 0 4 (d.) never arouses your in-
terest ••••••••••••.,••••• 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
You read 
(a) all the books suggested 
at the end of each unit • 0 0 0 j 0 0 0 0 0 (b) o~ some of them ••••••• 1 3 10 ll 10 12 "1 ~ (c) most of them .~•••••••••• 1 1 2. I~ 29 0 0 0 33 (d) none of them •••••••••••• l l 9 I' 0 26 19 6 62 
' (Concluded on next page) 
• 
Table. ~. {OonOluded) 
. 
Items Considered Grade Placement Total 
{1) {2) (3) (4) (5) (6) {7J . (S) (9) 
. . 
Turn to page (161) in your 
book • ...... .., •••••••• · ••••••••• o 
Skim the page and then write 
the number of words of which 
you did not know the meaning. 
(Do not write the word. 
Write the nwnber of words) •• •. ' 
Total words for each 
col'Ullln •••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 13 
Average number of words 
per pupil in each column. •• 4.3 
25 72 20 3 244 
.6 
CHAPTER IV 
RECOMMENDATIONS THAT MAY MAKE TEXTBOOKS IN UNITED STATES 
HISTORY MORE MEANDJ'GFUL AND SERVICEABl:E FOR THE SLOW 
READER IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
1. Recommendations 
The textbook is a very important tool in social studies. I£ 
it is to serve as a useful aid for the pupils it must help them to 
achieve the objectives of the course. 
It has been established that a problem. most teachers have to 
meet is caused by the fact that the range of reading ability- at a.n.y 
grade is so great that the textbook chosen for the grade proves too 
difficult for the ~low readers. These students not only- do not under-
stand it but are bored by" it.. Sometimes they become disciplinary prob-
lems. They- should be provided with textbooks suited to their reading 
ability-. Three criteria have been set up by' the Committee of Devel-
JJ 
opmental Reading for selection of these books. 
1. Their content must be more advanced than their vocab-
ula.ry and sentence structure. 
2. They must have been used successfully- with retarded 
and reluctant readers. 
¥Committee of Developmental Reading, Reading Instruction for the Slow 
Leamer in the Secondary School, Bulletin, ·1951, Volume 35, National 
Association of Secondary School Principals, Monograph Number 176, 
Washington 6, D.c., p. 40. 
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3. They must be of acceptable literary quality. 
On the basis of study-, research, analytical. work, and an inven-
tory of the opinio~~· of 143 pupils of a junior high school, the writer 
makes the following suggestions, using as criteria the same items used 
for an: analysis of ten textbooks. 
Voaabular:y.-- The need for simplification of vocabulary is evi-
dent, where the slow reader is can cerned. The research and analysis 
of textbooks made by the writer has shown that vocabulary burdens are 
too great for the slow re~derso A simplified vocabulary- with suffi-
cient repetition of new words tO aid leaming and to remove ba.iTiers 
of comprehension is necessary- to make language more meaning.tu.l for the 
slow reader. The content should be of an advanced level or grade level 
but the vocabulary should be of a lower grade level, probably fourth or 
fifth grade, depending on'the reading capacities of the students. The 
books should be labeled for the grade intended and not on the vocabu-
;Lary grade level. Provision for vocabulary drills and devices appeal-
ing to children and making words more meaning.tu.l should be made ... These 
word drills as an aid to slow r~aders should come at the beginning of 
each chapter and not at the beginning of each unit, which makes the 
burden too great for slow readers. It should be noted that practically 
ever;r respondent to the questionnaire mentioned above answered that 
voeabular;y drills were helpful or helpful sometimes. 
Pages per chapter.-- More than 31 per cent of the responding 
pupils considered chapters to be long •. The interest span of the slow 
reader is .not· as long as that of the average or bright child. Ten to 
~os~on Un)Yerelty 
~~ho91 @~ fu&~ca,ion 
Librar.v 
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( 
fift;een pages in each chapter should suffice in a textbook intended 
for slow readers. Most textbooks analyzed had an average of twenty 
pages in a chapter • 
. Length of sentences.•- Sentences in a book of this type intended 
for slow readers should be approxi:mately two and one half lines long 
provided that the page has the two cnlumn formation. If not, one and 
one half lines should be the length of the average sentence. Some 
sentences :ma;r be longer when necessary; however, consideration must 
be given to the fact that the eye span of slow readers is limited and 
length of sentences should be planned accordingly. 
Important facts in a sentence,- One important fact in a sen-
tence should be sufficient, and is about all that a· slow reader can 
absorb. Occasionally more than one fact ~ ~ccur, but the average 
sentence on a page should not contain more than one fact. 
Maps, charts, diagrams and graphs.- All visual aids are sig-
nificant where the slow reader is concerned. He is. often capable of 
remembering and interpreting the facts he gains through Visual aids. 
The basic tools for the study of social studies are globes and maps. 
A textbook cannot provide globes, but global maps, political, relief 
and special maps, a large variety of them, simplified, with a large 
enough scale, clear attractive colors, and an adequate key to map 
symbols can render a great service. Maps were selected as the pre-
ferred visual aid in the questionnaire that was administered in con-
nection w.ith this study. Graphs should be included and presented in 
a variety of ways. They are of special value, since they are used so 
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extensively in all reading matter and the child will be confronted 
w.i.th them often in life. These too, should be simplified in order to 
serve the slow reader. Charts too, should be presented in a variety 
of ways. Meaningful charts are an excellent medium of communication 
for the pupil. Cartoons are popular with pupils,. For the slow reader 
they can be a source of amusement and understanding if prepared on his 
level. Diagrams are not easil7 interpreted although they are sometimes 
usefuJ.. If these are included they should be ~limplified and made 
attractive in order to serve their purpose. As a rule they have a 
very limited appeal to the slow reader, primarily because they cannot 
be understood. 
Proposed activities.-- Activities can be the ttspark plug" of 
leaming where the slow reader is concerned. A textbook intended for 
the slow reader should be stocked with as :ma.ny- vital and varied activi-
ties as possible. Authors of textbooks realize this. It was very evi-
dent, when the textbook analysis was made by the writer, that a great 
deal of time, effort, and consideration bad been contributed by the 
, 
textbook authors in order to provide activities for group and indepen-
dent expression. For the slow reader the writer would recommend activ-
ities that provided: 
1. Construction 6. Visiting ll. Evaluating 
2. Singing 7· Listening 12. Seeing 
3· Drawing s. Sharing 13. Criticizing 
4. Observing 9· Collecting 14· Inspecting 
5· Dramatizing 10. Participating 15. Experimenting 
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Tzpograplyr.-- A clear twelve point size typography is recom-
mended for a text of this type. Im~rtant words or phrases should be 
preferably" written in bold face type rather than in italics. Dividing 
the printed page in two columns should be a requirement in a book in-
tended for the slow reader. 
Pictures.- For the slow reader, the pictures in a textbook 
can be invaluable. A seeing-reading development should be incorporated 
in this type of textbook where subject matter can be so remote from the· 
daily experiences of .the pupil. A book for the slow reader should be 
so generously illustrated, that if. a child looked at nothing but the 
pictures and their legends he could g¢. ·a useful understanding of the 
subject matter. Pictures should be colorful, attractive, and contain 
action When possible. In this wq a pupil can observe if he lacks the 
ability to secure information b.r reading. 
Technical. terms.- These words- should be uaed sparinglJr in a 
textbook intended for slow readers. If the material requires their 
use they should be simplified, explained in the text, repeated to aid 
retention, used in the vocabularr list, and also related to the activi-
ties if possible. This does not apply to technical terms which :JDq be 
used in da.ily life, but more so with governmental terms, legal and re-
ligious terms, etc. 
Clarity of directions.- It is indeed significant that direc-
tions where slow readers are eoncemed be given in a clear understand-
able way. When possible, examples should be given to clarify certain 
points that may appear complicated. Key words in directions may be · 
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written :in bold face type. 
Motivaticn factors ....... Interest is an important condition of 
learning. A textbook can develop and deepen interest b.1 providing 
. . 
the materials which explain and expand the elements of the subject 
matter. Although an introduction to a unit presented interestingly 
\'lith some illustration may suffice for the average or bright pupil, 
in a textboek for the slow reader the motivation will have to be more 
appealing. Colorful attractive pictures (having a full page spread 
if possible) or some other visual aid simplified and interesting.).Jr 
presented a.ecompanieci by a legend, or questions pertinent to the 
illustration will probably h~ve the m:>st effect in arousing the in-
terest o:f the slow reader. .Another device that JilC\V be used is some 
story or understandable poem in oonjunction With the illustration and 
pertinent to the material. For example, Barbara Frietchie may be used 
l'li. th a picture for the introdll.ction of cne unit, or a full page illus-
tration showing the Indian warfare in action ani a written article com-
paring it with- the methods o:f warfare of early Americans as an intro ... 
duction to another unit. 
Motivation for further reading :in United . States histor:y:.- With 
the competition that reading is receiving from modern media of commu-
nieation sueh as radio, television, and movies, it is well to take ad-
vantage of every oppo.rtunity to strees the importance of books or make 
books appealing to pupils., For the bibliography in a textbook intended 
for the slow reader it is recommended that there be quality and not 
quantity. Oc.e of several books presented in an· interesting wa.y at the 
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end of each unit can arouse nore interest than just a stereotype bib-
liography list. Perhaps an anecdote or highlight from the book can be 
included wb:idl will stimulate the interest of the pupil. 
In conclusion the writer wishes to state that these recommenda:-
tions are by no means intEnded to be infal..;J..i.ble. They are the out-
growth of . a very limited study of selected textbooks. It is hoped 
that the suggestions· will be helpful to those who are concerned with the 
problem of slow readers in jtmi.or high school .American history classes. 
The writer alEX:> wishes to state that although she is of the 
opinion that text books used today in the grade for which they are in-
tended do not serve all the pupils - particularly the slow reader with 
'Whom this thesis is concerned -- there has been remarkable improvement 
in many modern textbooks :in matters of illustrations, literary style, 
physical format, typography, organization, teaching aids and general 
at traeti venes s. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
.An analysis and research on the significance of textbooks as 
a learning aid in the United States history on t.he junior high school 
level am particularly where the slow reader is concerned, revealed 
that the textbook is recognized as an important and essential tool 
and that it renders an invaluable service in the instruction of the 
social studies. 
Clearly formulated criteria for judging texts do .:not exist; 
however, authors agree that in the selection of textbooks the most 
outstanding consideration should be the capacities of the student. 
The matters of vocabulary, the length of chapters, the length of sen-
tences, the number of important facts in a sentence, the maps, charts, 
graphs and diagrams, the activities, typography, pictures, technical 
terms, clarity of directions, motivation factors, and further motiva-
tion for reading are the additional criteria most frequently mentioned. 
Although the importance of the textbook is recognized, it should be 
flexible and· should be supplemented by other materials. Closely re-
lated to flexibility is the requirement that the organization of the 
material in the t.ext provide for pupils of varying ability. Textbooks 
in the social studies in recent years have changed in response to 
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research, and have been better ~apted to pupUst abilities. Despite 
these improvements research has demonstrated that mst books are still 
too difficu.lt for a large portion of the pupils in the grades for 
which the books are intended and particularly where the slow reader is 
concemed. 
An analysis made by the writer of ten selected junior high school 
textbooks in United States history disclosed the following information 
wi. th reference to the criteria mentioned above. The vocabulary of most! 
textbooks, (determined by the Reading-Ease Calculator) was on a seventh 
a:1d eighth grade level. Most c}la.pters had an average length of twenty 
to twenty-five pages. The sentences were comparatively long although 
in recent pul4ications they were 0f a DIOre desirable length. The 
average sentence in most books analyzed contained more than one fact. 
The number of maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams in books had increased 
and all texts made generous use of visual aids. Investigation showed 
that activities were provided for bot.h group and independent expres-
sion :in all books analyzed. The typography appeared clear and read-
able with the ten or eleven point size found the most prevalent. Acti-
vities, bibliographies and exercises were in smaller type varying from 
the eig):lt to the nine point size in most cases. In almost all books 
italics were: oc casiona.ll.y employed. All rooks used the bold faced type 
for titles and main topics. Pictures were generously used, but varied 
greatly in number, quality and captionl5. Again recent publications 
showed a marked improvement, and pictures in these texts were notice-
ably superior. Technical terms were used in all texts although some of 
the books maie an effort '00 make them clearer than others. Directions 
were presEnted :in a clear understandable manner and dealt chiefly' with 
projects and activities. The :rwtivation factor in all textbooks was 
an introdu.ction or preface for the unit (in one book featuring chapters, 
the introduction or overview occurred at the beginning of each chapter.) 
In most books a visual aid supplemEnted the :introduction. Motivation 
for further read:ing was provided by mans of a ~uggested bibliography in 
all books except; one. In summa.rlzing the analysis the writer believes 
that although these rooks have been improved and tend to include more 
concrete content, better viso.al aids, type size and format, they showed 
a need for simplification in order to be effective or serviceable to 
slow readers. 
Tn onder to discover the pupils' opinions concerning the read ... 
ing level appropriateness of their textbook a questionnaire was prepared 
using the criteria previously_ mentioned as items f~r consideration. One 
hundred forty-three students in a junior high school in the seventh and 
eighth grades participated in this opinion seale. The reading grade 
placemmt of the group varied from 4.6 to 10.4 (these reading scores 
being determined by the Progressive Reading Test ...,.. !l:lt ennedia.te Form C 
administered to the group an Sept~mber 2S, 1951). The school which 
these students att.end is located in one of the better districts of an 
industrial tom in Massachusetts, and most of the pupils come from more 
favored homes. The participants were asked to complete each item con-
sidered in the questionnaire by underscoring one word or group of words 
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that best described how they felt toward the pa.:rticular items considered. 
They were assured the seale h$d no effect on marks and no time limit 
was set for the'·t:Dmpletim of the scale. All items were--read· to the 
respondents in order to assure that all. pupils UDder stood the question-
nai.re. Table 1 in Chapter In. SUlDIIlarizes the opinions of the respond ... 
ents. Although it is impossible to draw final conclusions from the 
responses a number of interesting points presented themselves, espe-
cially :in connection with weabul.ary lists, the important facts in a 
sentence, the questions m the subject matter, the typography, the 
visual aids, and the extent of further reading as a result of biblio-
graphy list. s. 
Using as criteria the same items used for the analysis of 
the tm selected jtm.ior high school history textbooks the following re-o 
comneniations (briefly stated) were proposed to aid in making the 
United states history textbook more serviceable and meaningful to the 
slow reader: 
~ 1. The simplification of vocabulary, with provision for 
vocabulary drills and adequate repetition for new words. The vocabulary 
should remain on a lower level than the content. 
2. The length of the average chapter should not exceed 
fifteen pages. The two column page formation should be a requirement 
ar:rl the average sentence should be about two and one hal£ lines in 
length. 
3. One important fact in a sentence should be sufficient. 
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4. A variety of maps simplified with a large enough scale, and 
an adequate key to map symbols should be used. Charts, graphs, and 
timelines simplified to be meaningful to the slow reader should be in-
cl uded. If diagrams are used they should be greatly simplified in 
order to be useflll, since they usually have a limited appeal to the 
slow reader because of the difficulty of interpretation. 
5. Ample activities and projects should be provided for inde-
pendent and group expression. Activities and projects can be vital 
contributory factorS to learning where textbook reading has not SUC>!o 
·eeeded. 
6. A clear twelve point size ~ograpby is recommended, with 
important words or phrases ·emphasized by bold face type. 
7. An abundance of pictures should prevail in colorful and 
attractive forms aiding in the interpretation of subject matter. 
8. Technical terms should be excluded if and when possible. 
If material requires their use, they should be simplified and used in 
vocabulary lists and often enough in the content to assure comprehen-
sion. 
9. Directions should be clearly presented,.~th examples as 
often as possible to clarify them even more. 
10. Motivation factors are extremely important and great efforts 
should be made to provide a stimulat:ing kind for the slow reader., Ovel"e 
views in a simple but interesting form supplemented by a striking 
colorful visual aid are recommended. 
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11. For motivation providing for further reading it is suggested 
that few books should be listed. The books should have a low vocabulary 
level and presented in the text in an interesting way so as to arouse 
the curiosity and interest of the slow reader. 
12. Finally, the physical format of the book should be appealing · 
md attractive md the content should be more advanced than the vocabtt-
lary- ald sentence structure, although it should be of acceptable liter-
ary cpality .. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Directions. On these pages are some statements concerning the 
history book that you use most of the time in the classroom and 
in doing your homework. Underline the word or group of words 
that best answers what you believe. The results of this test 
will have no effect on your history mark. Feel free to answer 
exactly how you think. Underline onJ.y one group for every 
sentence. 
1. Most of the words in the book are: easy, average or 
ordinary, difficult, very difficult • 
. 2. The sentences are: short, of average length, long, 
too long. 
,3. Each sentence contains: one fact, more than one fact, 
lilailY' facts, too many facts. 
4. The chapters in the book appear to you to be: short, 
of average length, long, too long. 
;. The print is: too small, small, of average size, large, 
too large., 
6. The maps are: helpful., helpful sometimes, are very 
seldom helpful, are never helpful. 
The maps make land and water areas: clear to you, clear 
to you sometimes, very seldom make them clear to you, 
never make them clear to youe 
S. The pictures: help you to understand the story, help 
you sometimes, very seldom help you, never help you. 
9. The pictures are: usually colorful and attractive, 
sometimes colorful and attractive, seldom colorful ani 
attractive, never colorful and attractive. 
10. The cartoons make certain facts or ideas of a story: 
clear to you, cle~ to you sometimes, very sel~om make 
them clear to you, never make them clear to you. 
ll. Charts are: simple to understand, simple to understand 
sometimes, difficult to understand, alwa;rs very difficult 
to understand. 
12. Timelines: make the happenings of events clear to you, 
make them clear to you sometimes, very seldom make them 
clear to you, never make them clear to you. 
13. You prefer: maps, charts, pictures, cartoons, timelines. 
14· vlord lists at the end of the chapter are: helpful, 
helpful sometimes, difficult, very difficult. 
15. The activities and projects suggested at the end of each 
unit are: very easy, easy, difficult, very difficult. 
16. The activities and projects suggested at the end of each 
unit are: interesting, seldom interesting, always inter-
esting, never interesting. 
17. The questions at the end of each unit are: helpful, helpful 
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sometimes, seldom helpful, never helpful. 
18. The introduction of each unit: arouses your interest, 
arouses your interest sometimes, ver.r seldom arouses your 
interest, never arouses your interest. 
19. You read: all the books suggested at the end of each unit, 
only some of them, most of them, none of them. 
20. Turn to page in your book. Skim the page and write 
the number of words of "Which you did not know the meaning. 
(Do not write the words, only the number of the words·---· 
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APPENDIX B 
USING TEE READING-EASE CALCULATOR TO DETERMINE 
THE READABILITY OF BOOKS 
The following method is prescribed by the Reading-Ease Calcula-
tor to determine the grade level of a textbook. 
1. Count o.:ffthe first one hundred words on a page. Count al1 
numbers as one word. Count ,!, and, and 1!!! whenever they 
appear. 
2. Go-qn:fi the number of sentences in the one hundred words, 
estimating the fraction of the last sentence. 
3. Count the number of syllables in the one hundred words. 
Count all numbers, pronouns, and well known names as one 
syllable. 
4. In testing the reading ease of a book, it is probably 
sufficient to test the first one hundred words of every 
tenth page. 
5. The dial of the calculator is then set on the number of 
sentences and the number of syllables js found on the 
vertical scale of the calculator. 
6. The color opposite the scale indicates the reading ease 
and grade levels. 
7. The grade levels of the pages are added and then divided 
by the number of addends to secure the grade placement. 
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